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Hillsborough Township has introduced three new regulatory changes designed to reduce 
approval delays for businesses, including a change needed to correct what Mayor Frank DelCore 
labeled ‘a true bureaucratic nightmare,’ as part of the Township’s continuing economic action 

plan.
DelCore noted the Township’s former rules that forced 
businesses to seek a Zoning Board use variance for additional 
already permitted uses on an appropriate sized property “was 
truly a bureaucratic nightmare.”
Ordinance 2009-24 changes those rules to allow owners of an 
existing building to add a use allowed in the zone, either through 
a site plan approval by the Planning Board or, with certain 

conditions, a compliance approval from the Zoning Office.
“This change streamlines the process for property owners and businesses with a common sense 
approach,” Committeewoman Gloria McCauley, liaison to the Township’s Regulatory Oversight 
Working Group, stated.
New construction and multiple buildings will also qualify, but will require site plan approval by 
the Planning Board.
The changes are only permitted in commercial and industrial zones, not in residential zones, and 
only covers presently permitted uses.
Property owners seeking a use not permitted in a zone will still need to seek a use variance.
Mayor DelCore explained that ordinance 2009-23, which establishes specific conditions for 
property owners seeking approval of a conditional use, is needed in order for the Township to 
respond to a New Jersey court decision that stated where there are conditional uses, the 
conditions must be specific or they are no longer permitted.
DelCore said, “Where conditional uses are established, property owners will benefit from a 
reduction in the cost and the time consuming nature of the use variance process.  We are looking 
to end the delays that make doing business difficult.”
DelCore stated in reference to 2009-23, “Due to the extensive changes the Township took its 
time in order to ensure a thorough review of the conditional uses proposed in each zone,” and 
noted that input on the regulatory change was received from the Business Advocate, the Planning 
Board Master Plan Sub Committee, the Working Group, and the Planning Board.
Some of the key conditional use changes include:
In various commercial and office zones free standing restaurants are now permitted use.
Hospitals and medical centers and corporate conference centers will not be permitted in 
residential zones.
Vehicle service facilities, including auto body and repair shops will be a conditional use allowed 
in Industrial zones.
Corporate Development Zone;  conditional uses are provided for office tracts and light 
manufacturing on less than 50 acres, golf courses and related recreation uses, and retail of on site 
manufactured products. 
Conditions for some uses are necessary to ensure there is minimal conflict with surrounding uses 
and to prevent incompatible uses. 



Conditions are listed in the ordinance and  can include;  buffering requirements, setbacks, 
parking requirements, building heights, and impervious surface coverage requirements.
Ordinance 2009-25 changes automobile service facilities to vehicle service facilities service in 
commercial zones which reflects the changes SUV, cross overs, trucks etc.
The ordinance also allows rules for contractor facilities in industrial zone to have outdoor storage 
with screening, in line with an ordinance for other industrial zone regulatory changes made 
earlier in the year.
“Each and everyone of these changes is well thought out and designed to create the best 
opportunity possible for businesses to expand, grow and create jobs, with minimum bureaucratic 
interference,” Committeewoman McCauley said.
A public hearing on the ordinances is scheduled for June 23, 2009.


